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As teachers of English to speakers of other languages, we face the challenge of teaching our students to write, which is a complex task. Anyone who has struggled to help his or her students master mechanical, lexical and content issues will appreciate the new tools that Oczkus has provided in this publication.

This handbook is functional for both the classroom teacher and the teacher educator. Oczkus, a renowned literacy expert and teacher, contends that modeling writing alone is not sufficient to produce effective writers; rather, teachers need to scaffold students through guided writing techniques. This process allows the teacher to demonstrate writing more effectively by taking writers of all ability levels through several steps: identifying examples, modeling, shared writing, guided writing, independent writing, and guided conferring. Oczkus acknowledges the recursive nature of writing (see Flower & Hayes, 1981) by encouraging teachers to be flexible in applying these methods and to choose whichever parts will meet the needs of their students.

The techniques are functional and fun. Directed mainly toward the elementary aged student, the methods are broad enough in scope to make adaptation for adult learners easy. The first two chapters lay the groundwork for guided writing, defining it as “a bridge between shared writing and independent writing with support to move students forward in their writing development” (p. 3). Here, she elaborates that guided writing is to help scaffold student learning as they move from the basics of writing to independent writing, by utilizing the social nature of writing (Vygotsky, 1978). The method’s techniques are applied to both small and large groupings.

The teacher and peers provide the students with ample modeling, graphic organizers, conferencing and rubrics or grading guides to establish clear criteria, which push the students beyond their current level of writing ability. Chapter 2 focuses on modeling the various techniques and how to use them in the classroom.

Chapters 3 through 7 are rich with examples of guided writing activities for a wide range of ability levels, focusing on the genres of poetry, personal narratives, patterned writing, expository writing, and drama. Real classroom student writing samples and illustrations accompany each genre. Reproducible handouts and rubrics are also provided. The chapters follow the same basic format, describing guided writing methodology as applied to each genre, but they also allow for flexibility so that the teacher can focus on one aspect of writing such as conventions, sentence fluency or whatever area of writing the group may need to practice. Throughout the process, students are encouraged to engage in conversation at key intervals while learning to write. Freeman and Freeman (2001) and Samway (2006) encourage this type of social interaction for English language learners and argue that it is a useful means of improving both oral and written language skills.

Finally, the book includes four appendices to help implement guided writing in the classroom. One appendix teaches how to use a graphic organizer.
known as a flap book in each genre presented in the book. Another gives suggestions as to how students can share or publish their work. The other two provide mini-lessons on topics such as elaborating on sentence content and assessment rubrics. Each includes classroom-tested instructions that are ready-made for the reader/teacher.

The book is also practical for the teacher educator. Each chapter clearly demonstrates how to conduct a guided writing activity and ends with a set of discussion questions and suggestions for the classroom that can aid in discussion with pre-service teachers as they develop skills in teaching writing.

Despite the focus on young writers, this book has merit in the ESL classroom and for teacher education courses. The goal of creating well-developed, independent writers is well met, even though the process that the author demonstrates throughout is simply an alteration of the pre-writing, writing, editing, revision, and publishing models that have been proven effective in classrooms for many years (Marshall, 1994). An additional plus is that Oczkus approaches guided writing as the social activity that it was meant to be (Homstad & Thorson, 2000). The tenets of guided writing can be applied easily by anyone who reads the book.
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Note: If you’re writing a step-by-step guide, don’t include more than nine steps, because the human brain typically finds it difficult to process more than nine items at a time. However, if you’re writing about tools or different ways to do a thing, there is no limit to the number you can use. Headlines with even numbers also perform well. Scarcity and urgency are two powerful copy elements that usually go together to produce outstanding results. I first came across the model at WiderFunnel and I still use it today. Ecommerce sites use urgency and scarcity a lot. Guided Writing: Practical Lessons, Powerful Results / Edition 1. Stages Of Writing In Writing Teaching Writing Reciprocal Teaching Cool Writing Writing Lessons Teaching Ideas Personal Narrative Writing Personal Narratives. This book contains powerful lessons for guiding writing in creative, effective ways. Write personal narratives, patterned stories, expository paragraphs, dramas, and more with your students, scaffolding their skills. Jenny Crocker.